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M o t i o n s  o f  t e s t -p a r t i c le s  in  t h e  0  —  ‘Tr/2 p la n e  o f  t h e  K e r r  m e t r ic  o f  a  r o t a t i n g  b o d y  
h a v e  b e e n  s t u d ie d  h e r o  u n d e r  s o m e  s p e c if ic  c o n d i t i o n s .  C o n e c t i o n s  h a v e  a ls o  b e e n  
in t r o d u c e d  f o r  t h e ir  s p in s .
Introduction
A particular solution o f Einstein’s field, equations of great interest is Kerr solution 
(Kerr 1963) which is the only exact solution describing the field exterior to some 
Unite rotating body. The Kerr metric can bo wi’itten in Schwarzschild-liko 
coordinates (Boj^cr & Lindquist 1967), i.e. coordinates such that when the 
angular momentum jiarameter is zero one gets the Schwarzschild metric. Thus 
we have
—  — [(7"2_|_q^2 0)l{r^—2m.r-\-a^ )'\dr’^ ~{r'^ -\-oL^  cos  ^0)d6^
— [r -^l-a -^|~2mra® sin  ^ a'** cos® (5*)] sin  ^0 d<j>^
~ [ 4 ? n a r  sin-* cos** 0 ) ] d t  d ^ - \ - [ l ~ 2 m r / ( r ^ - j - a ^  cos** 0 ) ] d t ^  ... (1)
Boyer & Price (1965) have shown that “ one of the parameters in Kerr’s 
solution (equation 1) can plausibly be related to the angular momentum per 
unit mass of a uniformly rotating sphere, the other parameter being a measure 
of the mass of the sphere” . Hernandez (1968) has also found a case such that 
in the Newtonian limit the rotating body in (1) is a uniform density sphere with 
a moment of inertia =  2/6ma** and angular momentum — —ma.
We propose to study in this paper the motions of test-particles in the 
0 — 7t^ 2 plane o f the Kerr metric o f a rotating body represented by (1) under 
some specific conditions. Corrections would also be introduced for their spins.
ORBriAii Equation in 0 =  tt/2 Plane
Upto second power in a and first power in mjr, the Kerr metric (1) is reduced 
to the form
ds^  :,2 =  2m  ^ j dr**-(r^-f a® COB** 0)dd^-Bm  ^(?(rHa**)#2
. . .  (2 )
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Tho approximations made restricts the consideration to distances r > >  m and 
to cases whore a < < r .
Corresponding to (2), the values of g^ ,^ g^ * and g^  ^ are obtained.
They are
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3^3 ^   __1_ , /  \ ^ sin2 0 \ I ... (3)
34 ^  2ma
y
Now, from (2) and (3), we can obtain the 3-index symbols and write out 
tho d-, and i-equations. The £>-equation is
 ^sin 2d j
dsl
/ 1 2 n\drdd ’ na /d
2r* 1 tsi
t y  -  B m 2of-t^  = 0 .s /  r^  ds ds ... (4)
ds^
Let us suppose that the test-particle moves initially in the 0 == tt/2 piano. 
Then dOjds — 0, and cos — 0 initially, so that d^ Ojds^  — 0. The particle 
therefore continues to move in this plane, and we may simplify the 0- and 
^equations by putting d =  tt/2 throughout.
Then, (j>- and f-equations in — tt/2 plane are
_i_ 2 / j _  dr dj) ^  2ma ^  dt _   ^
ds^  r \ ) ds ds ds ds
dH 2moL dr t 2m \ dr dt
* *  r* ds T  ) ( ^ ^  ) ds ds =  0
For a =  0, the solutions of (5) and (6) are
(5)
(6)
(7)
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l\— _  \
\ r J ds . . .  (8)
where Hq, r?Q are constants of integration. We now substitute from (7) and (8) 
in the correction terms of (5) and (6) and obtain the solutions
d(j> __ Jh / j _  2ma \
ds \ r h h I
dt . / 1 I 2m 2ma hn \
... (9)
... (1 0 )
whore h, c are constants of integration. Writing Ji ^  and c in the correc­
tion terms in (9) and (10), we obtain finally
__  ^ ( I __ 2wot c _  \
ds 7*2 \ r h )
dt _  / ,  , 2m _  2m.a h \
ds  ^ \ V 3r‘* c /
... (11)
. . .  (12)
Hence, in the 6 — tt/2 plane, (2), (11) and (12) give in the usual manner 
the orbital equation for a test-particle
d^ u^ + « = ™ 4 n h 2 « £ ( c ^ - l ) ) + | ( c » - D »  
-|-3m ^1— I ... (13)
5 fl  /
where u has been substituted for 1/r.
A d v a n c e  o f  P e b ih e l io n
The solution of (13), neglecting all terms on the right side except the first,
is
~  I  l H - 2 a  ^  ( c 2 ~ l )  I  { l  +  e c o s ( 0 — oj)} .  . . .  (14)
where e is the eccentricity of the orbit. Now, substituting from (14) on the right 
side of (13) and finding particular integrals for the terms containing cos (^ —co), 
the final solution is
| l+ 2 a  “ ( c « - l ) J { l + e c o 8 ( ? i - a i ) } + ? - “ g ^  ^ sin(9S-a,)
■ h r
(15)
This gives for the advance of perihelion per revolution
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6ma*
~ h ^
3 m^oL^ e^ (16)
If the test-particle possesses spin angular momentum S parallel to the 
angular momentum of the central rotating body, then following Corinaldesi & 
Papapetrou (1951) and Das (1957), wo obtain for small 8  from (16)
=  2 .  [ I  % ( C - D +  { l+ 2 a  ^ ( c » - D -  I  a  I )
6m®a® 3 i i^rSm^
~ ~ h ^  2 \ Eh  ^ ■■■
where E is the total energy of the test-particle.
DElfLECTION OF M a SSLESS P a BTIOLBS
Por massless particles such as photons, gravitons (Synge 1960) and neutrinos,' 
both h and c tend to infinity but cjh is finite. For this case, (13) is reduced to 
the form
d^ u -\-u =  2ma - f  3a2  ^ w+3m f 1— ^  \ b®—4a%® ... (18)
h* \ 6 fb I
The solution of this equation, neglecting all terms o f the right side, is
u — cos <j>jR ... (19)
Now, substituting from (19) on the right side o f (18) and finding particular 
integrals for the different terms, the final solution is
u — \jr ^  2moL +  
a®
COS0 , 3 a V  , . .
(20)
( ’ ~ T “  A")
(  2 ^ ^ + 1  ®o®
The total deflection of the track of a massless particle is then given by
\ I \ ^  B \ 3 A /  J
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If, however, the massless particle possesses spin angular mementum S parallel 
to the angular momentum of the (gravitating) rotating body, then, following 
Corinaldesi & Papapetrou (1951) again, we obtain from (21)
where E is the energy of the particle. Since the spin angular momenta of a photon, 
a graviton and a neutrino are, respectively 2fe and Jfe, equation (22) shows 
that for the same values of cjh, E and will be the least for a graviton and 
greatest for a neutrino.
But for a photon, graviton or neutrino with the spin parallel to their velo­
cities in the 0 =  tt/2 plane, \lr in this plane is not affected by the spin (Corinaldesi 
Papapetrou).
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